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Abstract. Structural health management (SHM) of safety-critical structures requires multiple capabilities: sensing, assessment, diagnostics, prognostics, repair,
etc. This paper presents a capability for self-organising diagnosis by a group of
autonomous sensing agents in a distributed sensing and processing SHM network.
The diagnostics involves acoustic emission waves emitted as a result of a sudden
release of energy during impacts and detected by the multi-agent network. Several
diagnostic techniques identifying the nature and severity of damage at multiple
sites are investigated, and the self-organising maps (Kohonen neural networks) are
shown to outperform the standard k-means algorithm in both time- and frequency
domains.

1 Introduction
Structural health management (SHM) of complex, safety-critical structures such as aerospace vehicles will ultimately require the development of intelligent systems – systems
that can process the data from large numbers of sensors; evaluate and diagnose detected
damage; form a prognosis for the damaged structure; make decisions regarding response
to or repair of the damage; initiate the required actions and monitor their effectiveness.
CSIRO, with support from NASA, is investigating approaches to such sensor networks
based on complex multi-agent systems principles that are expected to provide the desirable characteristics of robustness, reliability and scalability [1, 12]. The transition from
conventional “hot spot” monitoring, which uses relatively few sensors and treats damage
detection as a separate task from data analysis and prognosis, to comprehensive SHM
employing very large numbers of diverse sensors integrated into the material microstructure, will necessitate the handling of massive amounts of diverse data, leading to potential
failures due to information and communications loss, and information overload. In order
to solve this problem, we propose an innovative multi-cellular sensor and communication network, with self-monitoring and self-diagnosing capabilities, leading to distributed
self-assessment. Data will be processed locally, and only information relevant to other regions of the structure will be communicated.
Thus, the focus of our current research is on developing a capability for self-organising
diagnosis by a group of autonomous sensing cells in a distributed sensing and processing
network, and on demonstrating the outcomes on a large-scale hardware test-bed – the
“Ageless” Aerospace Vehicles (AAV) Concept Demonstrator (CD). The AAV-CD consists of “cells”, that not only form a physical shell for an aerospace vehicle, but also have
sensors, logic, and communications. Currently, each cell contains  passive piezoelectric

Fig. 1. A single aluminium panel with 4 cells (left) and a general view of the Concept Demonstrator
(right), with four of the six sides populated.

polymer sensors, consisting of a 110  m-thick film of PVDF (polyvinylidene fluoride)
coated on both sides with a conductive gold layer, bonded to an aluminium skin panel in
order to detect the elastic waves generated in the structure by impacts. The present structure of the AAV-CD is a hexagonal prism. A modular aluminium frame is covered by  
mm x 
mm,  mm thick aluminium panels that form the outer skin of the structure.
Each such panel contains four cells, and each of the six sides of the prism contains eight
of these panels. The entire AAV Concept Demonstrator contains  panels,   cells,
and a total of    sensors in the initial system (Figure 1).
Some of the distributed processing involves only interactions between local agents,
while other processing requires the emergence of dynamic hierarchical structures. An
example of the former is emergent spatial organisation, such as our previously reported
work on the formation of impact boundaries [7, 6], evolvable recovery membranes [15]
and impact networks around damaged areas [14], which can be used to characterize the
extent of damage. The focus of this paper is to investigate diagnostic techniques identifying the nature and severity of damage at multiple sites, but at this stage, not identifying
either the causes of damage or the required remedial actions. In particular, we consider
the self-organising maps (SOMs or Kohonen neural networks) [9, 10], the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) technique [8], and their combinations. Each considered technique
involves collecting input-vectors for several impact signal categories, a training phase using a half of the input-vectors and producing a clustering, and a testing phase when the
other half is diagnosed by mapping to produced clusters. Appropriate metrics, e.g. recall
and precision, are used to characterise the techniques performance.
At this stage, the diagnostic models are centralised: all the detected inputs are collected prior to the training and testing phases, so that processing is carried out outside
the AAV-CD. Eventually, these techniques will be decentralised and embedded in the
AAV-CD multi-cellular array, enabling an on-line assessment of damage type and severity. Our main objective is to evaluate the concept of self-organising diagnostics in the
context of a self-monitoring impact sensing network. The following Section briefly reviews some background research. Section 3 describes the employed techniques, followed
by experimental set-up and diagnostics results (Section 4) and conclusions (Section 5).

2 Background
Acoustic emission (AE) is an ultrasonic wave emitted as a result of a sudden release of
energy during a deformation and failure process [3]. The released energy can be detected
by sensors sensitive to displacement or velocity. A subsequent analysis of the arrival
times of the signals at different sensor locations along with knowledge of the velocity of
sound propagation can be used to triangulate the location of the damage mechanism [2,
13]. In some cases, detailed analysis of the acoustic emission signals can also provide
information about the nature and severity of the damage. For example, AE methods are
being investigated for on-board impact detection for the Space Shuttle — following the
Columbia Shuttle accident which resulted from damage to the Shuttle wing’s leading
edge, caused by impact of foam insulation that broke off of the external tank during
ascent [13].
Recently, neural networks have been successfully used in clustering and identifying
damage-related AE signals in a highly noisy environment, achieving very good classification results for crack-related signals in the presence of strong time-varying noise and
other interference [5] — in particular, the Kohonen network (SOM) was applied for this
purpose. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and Support Vector Machines (SVM) were
also recently considered as approaches to build classifiers in order to assess the structural
integrity of shafts and pins based on ultrasonic signatures [11]. It is generally observed
that a combination of classifiers may produce a more informative classification. Thus, a
sequence of PCA and SOM is used in [5], while a hybrid ANN-SVM classifier is found
more informative in [11].

3 Self-organising Maps
The very popular SOM algorithm was originally devised by Teuvo Kohonen [9, 10] as a
model of the self-organisation of neural connections, with the ability to produce organisation starting from possibly total disorder. The Kohonen algorithm for self organising
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Fig. 2. A pattern of laser impacts.
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with i being the maximal number of iterations. In our experiments, a linear neighbourhood function outperformed the Gaussian function.
Since prototype vectors, whose neurons with positions &dM%47Nj* are close to the winner
with the position &)354 68* , are always updated together, a topology preservation is achieved
— neurons that are closer in the neural layer tend to respond to inputs that are closer in
the input space. In other words, SOM learns a smooth mapping of the input space to the
neural layer. However, the solutions obtained by SOM might be different due to different
trajectories through the search space, and therefore the input-vectors can be reused many
iterations (“epochs”) during the training phase, in different orders.

4 Experimental Results
In order to carry out and evaluate self-organising diagnostics in the AAV impact sensing
network, we collected the data containing the transients (voltage vs time) from PVDF
transducers attached to a separate aluminium panel that is subject to laser or mechanical
impacts, with high or low energy. Laser impacts have been produced by pulses with
mJ or k mJ using a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser focused onto
either the energy of k
the surface to simulate particle impacts by ablating material from the aluminum. Impacts
did not pierce the skin, but left a significant crater in the aluminum surface. The outputs
were detected by four receivers while the laser impact site is changed over the panel
in a specific pattern (Figure 2). The sensors were in quadrant Q only, at positions P ,
P , ?k and l . Ten laser impacts, for each energy level, were aimed near the centre of
each quadrant equidistant from each, with each subsequent impact moving  -mm in the
sequence, indexed from to , so that the first and the tenth strike at the centre.
The mechanical impacts resulted from a stainless steel-tipped pendulum bob. Again,
the outputs were detected by four receivers, while striking the panel ten times at each
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Fig. 3. A laser signal (high energy) in quadrant n , location o , detected by sensor prq is shown with
solid lines. A pendulum signal (low energy) in quadrant s detected by sensor put is shown with
dots.

quadrant. Ten pendulum impacts, for each energy level, were aimed at the centre of each
quadrant — unlike laser shots, they were not moved around on a  -mm grid.
The goal of clustering and diagnostics is to identify and distinguish between different
impact types (laser vs pendulum) and different impact energies (high vs low) — the
distances to impacts are not intended to be determined. In other words, the process of
varying impact locations in the laser experiments does not pursue the goal of representing
different distances in the data-set, but has a rather practical purpose of avoiding the panel
fatigue from repeated laser impacts.
The collected data present a number of challenges for clustering and diagnostics. First
of all, there are different impact types and different energy levels, creating  objective categories. For example, a high-energy impact from the quadrant v may be very similar to
a low-energy impact from the quadrant Q — especially if the signals of the same impact, detected by four sensors, are treated separately from each other. Laser impacts, in
addition, vary due to the shifting impact locations: for instance, impacts at locations
and
differ from those at k , w ,  ,  , and from those at  , ,  ,  . Moreover, there are signal
reflections from the panel’s edges. More precisely, in all of these signals, the first arrival
corresponds to the xy[ Lamb wave (the lowest
order extensional wave), whose faster low
J
frequency components propagate at w k mm zd{ in this material. This is followed by
the | [ (flexural) wave, for which the higher frequency modes propagate faster than the
lower frequency components, at the Rayleigh wave velocity ( k mm zO{ in aluminum).
The presence of both waves in the signal makes the laser impacts quite hard to cluster
and properly diagnose. Figure 3 shows two signals: a laser with high energy, and a pendulum with low energy. Finally, the training set is relatively small containing  impacts
detected by  sensors.

Each signal contains  O time-domain points. Moreover, the signals from the same
impact detected by four sensors were concatenated into one input-vector — to better account for the varying distances. In practice such merging can be easily achieved after an
AAV cell determines that its four sensors detected the same signal. The training (clustering) phase used signals corresponding to the impact locations from  to , leaving
locations from to w to the testing (diagnostics) phase.
In order to comparatively evaluate SOM performance, we used k-means clustering
algorithm [4], augmented either with the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [8], or
Discrete Fourier Transform. The PCA transforms a data-set into a new coordinate system
is such a way that the new first coordinate axis has the greatest possible variance of
the data-set projection, the second axis has the second greatest possible variance of the
projections, etc. The ordered new coordinates are called the Principal Components (PCs).
In many applications the corresponding variance rapidly decreases from the first to the
last PC. A reduction of data-set dimensionality with minimal information loss can be
achieved by using only a few first PCs to represent the data. This is a common technique
in image compression and pattern recognition. The PCA helps to improve performance
and reduce memory demand of data processing algorithms. However, this technique is
not optimized for clustering, which, in combination with the information loss, degrades
the quality of the clustering results. Although the PCA is frequently used as a part of a
processing sequence in data classification, the true reason to include it is not to improve
the classification results, but to reduce the computational demands of the algorithms that
follow the PCA. In our experiments we used Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) based
algorithm to calculate the PCA.
The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) also changes the way the data-set is distributed. It does not guarantee a better clustering either. But if the data-set represents
acoustic or electromagnetic signals, the spectral representation of the signals may lead to
a better discrimination between different classes of the signals. This was the case with
the data-set in our experiments. The K-means algorithm applied to the DFT-processed
data-set led to slightly better results than the same algorithm applied to the raw data.
To calculate the DFT we used the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm embedded in
Matlab.
In summary, the clustering was done with a) k-means algorithm applied to the input
space; b) k-means algorithm applied to the PCA space; c) k-means algorithm applied to
the frequency domain (using Fourier Transform of the input-vectors, FFT) d) SOM of
the input space; e) SOM of the FFT space. A comparison between a) and b) is expected
to show the benefits of using PCA as a preliminary step, while a comparison between a)
and c) would highlight the benefits of FFT. On the other hand, a comparison between a)
and d), as well as between c) and e) may support the usage of SOMs in diagnostics.
Input-vectors are labelled with  categories (“laser-high”, “laser-low”, “pendulumhigh”, “pendulum-low”), and these labels are propagated to resultant clusters (using
majority-voting), enabling diagnostics and its evaluation. We used several metrics for
each scenario: recall, precision and effectiveness. The recall measures how many test
input-vectors  were successfully matched to the correct cluster category out of } existing test vectors from this category: ~  /   zd}  . The precision measures how many test
vectors were attracted to each clustered category in relation to the total size of the cluster:
  /   zd  , where   is the number of all test vectors placed in the cluster. For example,
 vectors belonged to
is the cluster k attracted / w vectors, out of which  /

J
the correct category (which
contains }/ vectors in total), then ~b/W z` /  w
J


and
/W z` wP/   . In other words,  w  of the test vectors from this category are
correctly recalled (diagnosed) with the precision of    . The effectiveness is defined as
a harmonic mean of recall and precision:   /-~  ' z & ~  1 ' * , and we use the average
effectiveness ?/0)    zj in the comparative analysis.
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a) k-means: k=6, no PCA
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1.0
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1.0
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1.0
0.93
0.95
0.88
1.0

0.0
0.67
0.58
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0.80
0.90
0.81
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0.2739
0.7955
0.7067
0.8116
0.7817
0.8570
0.7814
0.8676

Table 1. Diagnostics: results of testing.

The results of diagnostics are summarised in table 1. The k-means algorithm applied
to the PCA-processed data-set had inferior results comparing to the same algorithm applied to the original data. The number of clusters maximising the effectiveness was quite
large with or without the FFT step ( M /Ww and M /W respectively). FFT helped only
marginally — however, there is a clear benefit in using it in the presence of noise. We
trained  SOMs in the time-domain, each having a square layer of \ neurons, with a
linear neighbourhood function, and calculated the mean recall and precision over these
 runs, followed by the effectiveness of these mean values (shown in the table). The
average performance of these SOMs approached the best result of k-means, while the
best SOM out of the trained set exceeded this result. The SOMs applied in the frequency
domain have also shown only a marginal improvement, and their best SOM has also outperformed k-means with the FFT step. Thus, we can conclude that SOM technique is
quite appropriate when the training set is small and in the presence of noise.

5 Conclusions
In this paper we evaluated several techniques aimed at self-organising diagnostics in impact sensing networks. The self-organising maps (Kohonen neural networks) have shown
to be more promising, outperforming the standard k-means algorithm in both time- and
frequency domains, and suggesting a way to embed self-organising diagnostics in distributed and decentralised SHM systems. The common feature of all experiments was a
difficulty in recalling the “Laser-High” category. In fact, a better account of this category
was a distinguishing contributor to the overall success of the SOM. It can be observed that
the signals from this category are mostly placed in the “Laser-Low” category, reducing its
precision. In other words, the energy levels are harder to recognise in the higher-velocity
signals detected by remote sensors. This observation calls for a comprehensive analysis
of optimal sensor density and layout, which is another subject of future work.
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